Texas Instruments

The SR-60 combines the convenience, simplicity, and value of a desk top calculator with the powerful features found only on its more expensive relative — the computer. It can quickly become your top assistant as it handles one tough assignment after another. It performs statistical calculations. It evaluates complex functions. It evaluates polynomials with complex coefficients. It handles many common civil engineering problems. And much more. This remarkable machine can free your time for more productive work.

Meet the SR-60
Where: October 13th
Where: Marriott (Newton/intersection of 128, Rt. 30 and Mass. Pike)
What Time: 9am - 5pm
Room: Norembega Room, 7th floor

Participants at the seminar will be able to ask the experts and technicians from Texas Instruments any questions they'd like to about the equipments. And it's an opportunity for you to get hands-on experience with some of the most exciting programmable calculators ever produced.

The Markline Company will offer special coupons at the seminar good for the following units when redeemed at any one of the four MARKLINE offices.

T.I. SR-50A 47.95
T.I. SR-51A 59.95
T.I. SR-56 87.50
T.I. SR-52 229.95
T.I. PC-100 229.95

For Immediate Information or Demonstration Call

Markline Co.
767 Main St., Waltham, Mass.

In State 891-6800
Out of State 1-800-225-8792